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BRINGING THE WORLD    

Craig Lancey 
Broker/Owner since 1987 

  

Three decades ago, when I purchased RW Real Estate, it 

had just moved to residential sales, having operated for 

years as a commercial appraisal firm. It was our decision 

to excel beyond the status quo and instill a new industry 

bench mark for the sale of residential real estate. To 

accomplish this, the specialized services outlined here 

were identified and applied. No other agency has been 

successful in assembling this level of specialized team 

committed to such a specific area; committed to the 

sale of your most valuable financial asset. 
*Craig Lancey:  License #3640 New Hampshire DES (Department of 

Environmental Services, Water Division) 

*EPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) Certification #NAT-

74183-1, 40 CFR, part 745.89 

*4 NH Licenses, 1 Federal License, FBI Clearance & Notary Public. 

 

 

Kathy Lancey      
Broker/Owner since 1987 

 

Kathy's primary directive is to process your file from the 

time you list your home, receive an offer to purchase 

and right through to closing. There is a great deal of 

attention to detail and the experience required to 

complete this task. The decades that Kathy has 

specializing in this effort will ensure you have a smooth 

home selling experience.  Kathy’s educational pursuit 

has been in business management, accounting, and 

advertising. 

 

 

Jessica Arsuaga 
Relocation Specialist 

 
During Jessica's 18 years of dedicated service to our 
firm, she has received her bachelor's degree in 
psychology and her NH Real Estate license. While you 
must have money to purchase, homes are not sold with 
money. During every second of every showing 
information is being offered by the buyer through their 
comments, body language, and facial expressions. Truly 
understanding the buyer during the showing has always 
been at the core of our success in selling local homes. 
 

 

 Matthew Lancey 
Matthew Lancey Carpentry 

 

Matthew Lancey provides in-house Construction 

Services for our community, our surrounding 

communities and our clients. Matthew started on our 

construction crew at the age of 15. He went on to take 

formal vocational building trades and then studied 

under accomplished and respected contractors. 

Matthew has owned and operated his own successful 

construction company for several years. Matthew 

demonstrates the highest knowledge in his field and a 

complete command and understanding of building 

codes. Just as importantly Matthew believes, very 

simply, in doing things right. 


